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20 June
Oil halted gains near $49 a barrel as markets awaited the U.K. 
referendum on staying in the European Union and weekly U.S. 
stockpile data.

Billionaire Patrick Drahi, Altice NV’s controlling shareholder, handed 
the reins of his holding company to two key deputies as the cable and 
telecommunications provider expands operations in the U.S.

Asian stocks rose, poised for the biggest three-day rally in two months, 
as the yen dropped before testimony by Federal Reserve Chair Janet 
Yellen and investors watched polls for the looming British referendum.

AirAsia Bhd. is considering hiring BNP Paribas SA, Credit Suisse Group 
AG and RHB Capital Bhd. to help sell its aircraft leasing unit as part 
of plans to raise funds and strengthen its finances, the group’s Chief 
Executive Officer Tony Fernandes said.

21 June
The U.K.’s membership of the European Union hung in the balance as 
politicians went into the final day of campaigning ahead of Thursday’s 
referendum.

FedEx Corp. forecast an annual profit in line with analysts’ projections, 
excluding any effect from its recently completed purchase of Dutch 
shipper TNT Express for $4.8 billion.

Canadian stocks were little changed, rebounding from losses earlier 
in the day, as gains by banks and energy companies offset a decline 
in commodities prices, while central bankers in the U.S. and Europe 
signaled caution about economic growth and inflation threats.

Hong Kong’s richest man called for higher corporate taxes to help 
tackle wealth inequality and urged the government to think of ways of 
countering rising discontent among its younger residents by providing 
them with more opportunities.

23 June
London-based banks HSBC Holdings Plc and Standard Chartered Plc 
plunged in Hong Kong trading as early results in the U.K.’s referendum 
on leaving the European Union showed voters leaning toward exiting 
the bloc.

Asian stocks indexes slumped on heavy trading volume as results 
from the U.K. referendum on European Union membership suggested 
voters leaning toward leaving the bloc.

South Korea’s won fell the most in more than three years as tallies 
at the halfway stage of U.K. vote counting on whether it will exit the 
European Union showed a tight race, enhancing concern about the 
Asian nation’s capacity to turn around a slump in exports.

Singapore’s dollar fell, set for the biggest drop in seven months, as 
early results from the U.K. referendum showed it was too close to call 
whether Britons have chosen to leave or stay in the European Union.

24 June
Treasuries rose for a second day as investors sought the safest assets 
following the U.K.’s unexpected decision to leave the European Union.

Spanish government bonds may see more volatility on Monday after 
Acting Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy defied opinion polls to consolidate 
his position in the country’s general election after Brexit rocked the 
world’s financial markets.

As markets reel from the U.K.’s surprise decision to leave the European 
Union, the U.S. may be one of the relatively safer ports in the global 
storm.

The selling continued in American stocks after investors suffered the 
worst day since August on Friday following the U.K. referendum.

22 June
Asian stocks edged higher with voting due to start as Britons decide 
whether to stay in the European Union.

Bond and currency traders seeking refuge as the U.K. votes on 
membership in the European Union may find that the world’s financial-
market havens aren’t so safe.

As the oil industry emerges from the biggest bust in three decades, 
shale drillers in a neglected corner of the biggest U.S. oil field are 
poised to take a new generation of gushers public.

Japanese shares rose in light trading as investors waited for Britons to 
go to the polls to decide whether to secede from the European Union.
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